Let Qat(A) denote the set {g G Q(A) : g(z) = g(l)}. Each / in Q(A) is a normal quasi-state on the von Neumann algebra A** and, as such, has a support projection p = supp(/) in A** such that /(l -p) = 0 and f\pA"P is faithful (see [12, p. 31 
]).
If / G P(A), supp(/) is a rank one projection in A** [9, p. 87] . By the Schwarz inequality, if a > 0 with f(a) = 1 = \\a\\, then (afa) = /; so, in particular, if p = supp(/), pfp = /. We let B(H) denote the algebra of all bounded operators on the Hubert space H and we let Tr denote the canonical trace on B(H) (see [12, p. 26]). For b in B(H), let |6| = (6*6)x/2 and \\b\\i = Tr(|6|). Further, any normal, bounded linear functional / on B(H) has the form f(x) = Tr(6x) for some b in B(H) with ll&IU = U/H.
We shall also refer to Ac (see [3, §2] ), which is defined to be the set of those b G zA** such that b,b*b, and bb* are all continuous on P(A) U {0}. In [3] A is called perfect if zA = Ac, when A is considered as canonically embedded in A**.
Recall from [9, p. 78 Finally we recall a definition and some facts from [1] . A net {aa} of positive, norm one elements in A excises a state / of A if lim||aQxaQ -/(z)a^|| = 0 for every x in A. By [1, Proposition 2.3] a state / of A can be excised exactly when / G P(A)~. By [1, Proposition 2.4] if / is a state of A which is excised by a net {xa} in A and if {fa} is a similarly indexed net, then all weak* limit points of the net {xafaxa} are scalar multiples of /.
Diffuse sequences.
We now formalize the concept of a diffuse sequence and develop the basic properties of such sequences. Our point of view is to find those kinds of C*-algebras for which nontrivial diffuse sequences always exist or never exist. DEFINITION 2.1. A sequence {an} in a C*-algebra A is called diffuse if, for every net {/«} in P(A) U {0} converging weak* to some / in P(A) U {0}, we have limQ)n fa(a*lan + aná*f) = 0. We say {an} is a trivial diffuse sequence if ||an|| -> 0. REMARK 2.2. We could use P(Ä) in place of P(A) U {0} in the above definition.
It is easy to see that a sequence is diffuse in A iff it is diffuse in A, because a pure state of A is either pure on A or zero on A (and the topologies match as expected). Also a subsequence of a diffuse sequence is diffuse. PROPOSITION 2.3 . Every diffuse sequence is bounded.
PROOF. Let {bn} be an unbounded sequence in a C*-algebra A, which (as noted in the previous remark) we may assume to be unital. Put an = 6*6n + 6n&n> aim assume that we have passed to a subsequence, so that ||an|| > 4™ for every n. If À denotes the spectrum of A, then from [9, 4.4.4] we see that each set Gn = {7tGÂ: ||7r(an)||>4ri} is open and nonempty. Set Ek = IJn>fe Gn and note from the compactness of A that f)fe Ek 7^ 0-Thus we can find tt in A such that it G E^ for every k. Since the canonical map P(A) -» A is surjective, open, and continuous [9, 4.3.3] , we can choose / in the counterimage of 7r, and we can let Dn denote the counterimage of Gn to obtain that / G (Un>k^n)~ f°r every k. Thus if U denotes the neighborhood system for / in P(A) and N x U is given the product order, there is for each A = (k, U) in N x U an f\ in U (1 Dn for some n > k. Evidently the net {fx} converges weak* to /.
Fix A = (k,U), fx and n as above. If vta is the image of /A in À we know that 7TA G Gn. By Kadison's transitivity theorem [9, 3.13.1 and 3.13.4], there is a unitary uA in A such that fx(uxanu*x)>\\nx(an)\\-s>4n.
Changing uA by a scalar multiple if necessary, we may also assume that
Re(/A(wAaJ)>0.
Put 7A -2~k and let xx = 1 + 7AuA. Then the pure states 9\ = f\{x\x*\) x\f\x*\'
indexed by the net N x ¡1, converge weak* to /, since xx -> 1 in norm, and /A -> f. Since /A(xAxA)_1 > 5, we now see that the net {g\(am)} does not converge to zero because for each A = (k, U) there is an n > k such that 9xM = fx (xxx*x)'lfx ((1 + 7a"aK(1 + IxO) > h Ux fan) + llfx {UxO-nO + 2lx R« /A (uxan))
Thus the sequence {bn} is not diffuse.
THEOREM 2.4. If {an} c A, \\an\\ < 1, and dn = \(a*nan +ana*n), then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) {an} is diffuse. (2) {dn} is diffuse.
(3) For each f in P(A) and e > 0 there exist an integer nr¡ and b in A+ such that f(b) = 1 = \\b\\, and for all n > no, \\bdn\\ < £.
(4) For every net {fa} in Q(A) converging to some f in Qat(A), we have limQi" fa(dn) = 0. (2) is immediate from the definition and the Schwarz inequality. Also (4) =>> (1) is immediate. We prove (2) => (3) and (3) =>■ (4) . By passing to A we can assume that 1 G A.
PROOF. (I) •<=>
If (3) is false, there exist e > 0 and / in P(A) such that for every b in A+ with f(b) = \\b\\ = 1, we have ||6cfn|| > £ for infinitely many values of n. By [1, Proposition 2.1], / is excised by a net {x\}xeJi m ^-H with f(xx) = ||^a|| = 1 for all A. For each n and A choose gn¡\ in P(A) such that gn,x(xxdnxx) = \\x\dnX\\\, and note from above that for each A there are infinitely many n with 9n,x(xxdnxx) = \\x\dnX\\\ > \\xxdfcx\W > £2.
Give N x A the product ordering and let g be a weak* limit point in Q(A) for the net {xxgn,x,xx}-Then IMI = g(l) > liminf gn,x(x\) > liminf gn,x(xxdnx\) > e2.
On the other hand, g -\\g\\f by [1, Proposition 2.4] . It follows that for some subnet we have gn,x(x\)~x%xgn,xxx -* /• Applying this subnet to the sequence {dm} we obtain a net in R+ for which liminf gn,x(xx)~1gnix(xxdmxx) > \\g\\~1£2.
This shows that {dm} is not diffuse, so that (2) => (3). Now assume (3) and let {fa} be a net in S (A) such that fa -> / in Qat(A). Fix e > 0. Since / is atomic, there are orthogonal pure states hn, n G N, and scalars A" > 0 such that / = ^2Xnhn. Choose no such that 2~2n>n0 Xn < e2/16. Applying condition (3) no times we find 6i,..., bno of norm 1 in A+ and mi,..., m"0 such that h3(bj) = 1 for 1 < j < no and ||6jdm|| < n0~1e3/32 for m > md. Set a = J2]ii b3 and b = (6 + a)~1a. Then 0 < b < 1 and b < 6~1a. Moreover, for 1 < j < n0, (6 + bj)~1bJ < (6 + a)~1a = b (since b3 < a; ci. PROOF. If fa ->• / in P(A) U {0}, then fa(bana*nb + a*nb*ban) < (bfab)(ana*n) + ||6||2/a(a>") -* 0 since bfab -> 6/6 and a" is diffuse (6/6 G Qat(A), so Theorem 2.4(4) applies). Thus {ban} is diffuse and similarly {an6}. That {a*} is diffuse is immediate as are all of the other assertions using the Schwarz inequality as needed. REMARK 2.7. Let Co ® A denote the C*-algebra of sequences in A converging to zero. By Proposition 2.6 the set D of diffuse sequences forms a hereditary *-subalgebra of M(cq <8> A). It is easy to prove that the uniform norm limit of diffuse sequences is again diffuse, so D is actually closed. Identifying A with the constant sequences in M(co ® A) we see that A C M(D). Note finally that the quotient D/cr, <g> A in the corona algebra M(co ® A)/co <8> A is isomorphic with the (equivalence classes of) nontrivial diffuse sequences. LEMMA 2.8. // {an} in A+ is diffuse, £ > 0, and C is a nonzero hereditary C* -subalgebra of A, then there exist an integer nr¡ and orthogonal elements 6, e in A+ of norm one such thatb G C and for alln > no, ||an -eane|| < e and \\anb\\ < £.
PROOF. Since C ^ 0, there exists a pure state / of C. Choose Co G C+ with ||co|| = f(co) = L (This is possible since / is pure on C.) Let B = {a G A: f(a*a + aa*) -0} and let {ca} be an approximate unit for B so that {1 -ca} excises /. We claim that if da = cr> where 6 > 0 is chosen such that 0 < (2(1 -3r5))_1 < 1. Set 6 = 9(da<J) and e = 1 -<p(dao). Clearly 6e = 0, since (p9 = 9, and 6 e C. As (1 -2f5)_1dQo > 6, we have for n > no,
Finally, ||a" -eane\\ < \\an -ean\\ + \\e(an -ane)\\ < 2\\an -ane\\
THEOREM 2.9. If A contains a nontrivial diffuse sequence, then A contains an orthogonal, positive, diffuse sequence of norm one.
PROOF. We can suppose by passing to a subsequence and using Proposition 2.6 that A has a diffuse sequence {an} in A+ with ||an|| = 1 for all n. Apply Lemma 2.8 to the diffuse sequence {an}, with e = 16_1 and C = A, and label the output as ni,6i,ei.
Suppose that for 1 < j < k we have chosen nj,b3,e3 such that:
(1) HM = IMI = 1, 0<6J5 0<e,.
(2) (nj}^=1 is a strictly increasing set of positive integers.
(3) b3e3 = 0 for all j = 1,..., k.
(4) If aon = an for every n and a3n = e3ay_f^ne3 for j > 1, then for all n > n3, \\a3n -a(j_i)n|| < 16~J and ||a(j_i)n6j|| < 16~J. Also {a^^Lf is diffuse.
(5) a3n G Bj, where Bq = A and B3 = {a G B3-f : ab3 = b3a = 0} for all j > 1.
(6) If cp is the characteristic function of (Haj,,^«.^ ||(1 + 16_J')_1,oo), then bj < 0(a(j-i)n3-_J (where a0no = 1 by definition).
(7) For all 0 < i < j < k and for all n > n3, \\ain -ajn\\ < YL=i 16~m-By Lemma 2.8 these conditions are clearly met for k = 1. Assume that they hold for some k > 1 and apply Lemma 2.8 to the algebra Bk, the diffuse sequence {akn}n=n £ = 16~k~l, and C = {x G Bk: x = x<p(aknii) = <P(aknk)x}, where <p is the characteristic function of (||ofcnfc||(l + 16_fc_1)_1,oo). Label the outputs as nfe+i, 6fc+i, efc+i, adjusting nk+f if necessary to insure nk+1 > nk. Clearly (1), (2), and (3) are met. Condition (4) follows from Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 2.6, while (7) follows from (4) by the triangle inequality and the fact that (7) holds for 0 < i < j < k. Condition (5) follows from the definition of a3n (in condition (4)) and condition (3). Condition (6) follows from the definition of C in the (k + l)st use of Lemma 2.8.
It is clear from (1) that the sequence {6n} is positive and norm 1, and by (5) the 6n's are clearly orthogonal. To show {6n} is diffuse let e > 0 and let fa -► / in P(A) U {0}. Fix j so that Y.kLj m~k < £/4-By (4)> {aJk}kLi is diffuse, so there exist Qoi^o such that fa(a3k) < £/4 for all a > ao, k > fco-By (7) we have ||a¿n -ajn|| < e/4 for all i > j, n > n3. Fix a > Qo and fc such that nfe_i > fc0. Let cp be the characteristic function of (||a(fc_i)nfc_1||(l -I-16~fc)_1,oo).
Then 0 < bk < 0(a(fc_i)nfc_1) by (6) . Also \\atk-1)nk_1 \\ > f by (7) and the fact that ||a"/c_1|| = ||aonfc_ill = 1-Thus bk < gO^-i),,^!, so
(since a > ao and nk-f > fco and since fc -1 > j). Thus {6n} is diffuse. then 0 < pn < 2an, which means that {pn} is a nontrivial diffuse sequence by Proposition 2.6. Now suppose (i) holds and write y for the central cover of Y^Pn-As y is not minimal, there is a central projection x < y with x ^ 0 and x ^ y. Since y is the smallest central projection covering all the pn's, both sets {n: xpn ^ 0} and {n: (y-x)pn ^ 0} are nonempty. Moreover, at least one of these sets is infinite since otherwise y would not majorize all the pn's. Hence (i) implies there is a central projection Xf and an integer ni such that xipni / 0 and {n: (1 -Xf)pn ^ 0} For the record we note that with a bit more complicated argument one can show that M has only trivial diffuse sequences if the continuum hypothesis is true and xM has the cardinality of the continuum for every minimal central projection x in M. We conjecture that every von Neumann algebra is perfect, and we note that this is known in the hyperfinite case [6] . However, the connection between perfection and the existence of nontrivial diffuse sequences is completely known only in the separable case (see Theorem 3.11). PROOF. Assume that we have already found pairwise orthogonal positive elements Xf,... ,xn-f in A such that 7r(xfc) = yk and ||ifc|| = \\yk\\ for 1 < fc < n, and a hereditary C*-subalgebra An of A, orthogonal to Xf,... , £n-i> such that {yk: k>n} CTr(An).
For all j put £3 = 2~-7||y:,||~1 and set s3 -J2k>j£kyk-Choose a = a* in An with 7r(a) = yn -sn and -||s"|| < a < \\yn\\-Set xn = a+ and zn = a_ and note that xnzn = 0, while 7r(x") = yn, Tr(zn) -sn, and ||xn|| = ||y"||. For more details see [2, p. 119] . Let An+1 = (znAnzn)~ and note that An+i is a hereditary C*-subalgebra of A, orthogonal to xn (by construction) and orthogonal to xi,..., in-i (since An+f C An). Moreover, for every k > n, Pk < £fc 1sn = £^1n(zn) G 7r(An+1).
Since 7r(An+i) is a hereditary C*-subalgebra of B by [9, 1.5.11], it follows that {yk-k>n+l} Cir(An+1). An easy induction, starting with Ai -A, completes the proof. THEOREM 2.12. If A is a o-unital C*-algebra, then its corona C*-algebra C(A) = M(A)/A contains only trivial diffuse sequences.
PROOF. By Theorem 2.9 it suffices to show that no sequence {cn} of pairwise orthogonal positive elements of norm one in C(A) can be diffuse. Choose a continuous function 9 on [0,1] with 0 < 9 < 1, 9(t) = 0 if 0 < t < ±, and 0(1) = 1. = ||dx2md|| < \\dxl2xnmd>l2\\ = \\dll29mn(dn)dxl2\\
Consequently the sum Yl'mn=i xnm converges in the strict topology to an element in M (A).
Since llinmll = 1 for every n and m there are pure states fnm of A, necessarily pairwise orthogonal, such that /nm(x"m) = 1. For fixed n the sequences {/nm} and {xnm} satisfy the requirements of [1, Theorem 4.2], so if we choose a limit point fn of {fnm} in the state space of M(A), then /" is pure. Moreover, every limit point / of {/"} will also be a limit point of the double sequence {fnm}, hence pure by [ to yn-As yn = 9(cn) it follows that (1 -ip(cn))yn = 0 if we define ip(t) = 2t for 0 < t < \ and ip(t) = 1 for \ < t < 1. Thus /"(t/>(cn)) = 1-But 0 < ^(t) -1 < 5 for all i, so ||t/>(cn) -c"|| < \, which implies that fn(cn) > \-
We have constructed a sequence {/"} of pure states of C(A) such that every weak* limit point / of {/"} is pure. Yet fn(cn) > \ for every n, so {cn} is not a diffuse sequence. PROOF. Since => is clear, we prove <=. If {an} C A+ is nondiffuse, then there is a net {ga} converging to g in P(A) such that limn,a ga(an) i1 0. Thus there is e > 0 such that for all «o,no there is c*i > a0, Uf > n0 with gai(ani) > £■ Let {U^^i be nested open neighborhoods of g in S(A) such that f|*=1ÍTn = {g}. Suppose we have chosen integers {n3}3<k and indices {a3}3<k C / with gaj G U3 and gaj(anj) > e. By our assumption there is an nk > Ylj<knj "+" ^ and °-k > "j (for all j < fc) with gak(ank) > £■ Set /" = gQk for each n in [nfc,nfc+i -1]. Then fn -> gin P(A), but fn(an) -f* 0 because fn(an") = gak(ank) > £ for all fc. PROPOSITION 2.14. A sequence {xn} that excises a diffuse state g of a separable C*-algebra A must be a diffuse sequence.
PROOF. If {xn} is not diffuse there is an e > 0 and a sequence {/"} of (pure) states converging to a pure state f of A such that fn(xn) > £ for all n. Set gn = fn(xn)~1xnfnXn
and not from [1, Lemma 1.1] that llffn -/nil < 2(1 -fn(Xn)2fn(x2nrlY'2 < 2(1 -e)1'2, since fn(xn) < fn(xn)-For each x in A we get \gn(x) -g(x)\ = \gn(x -g(x)l)\ = /n(a£)_1|/n(zn(z -g(x))xn)\ < e"2||xn(:r-f/(:r;)):r"|| by the Schwarz inequality. Thus {gn} converges to g, and, since the norm in A* is weak* semicontinuous, we conclude that ||0 -/|| < liminf \\gn-fn\\ < 2(1 -e)1/2.
However, g is diffuse and / is pure, so \\g -/|| = 2 by [1, Lemma 3. Truly diffuse sequences and perfect C*-algebras : The separable case. For this section we assume that A is separable and unital. Our object is to characterize those A which are perfect in the sense of [3, §2] . To do so we introduce a stronger notion of diffuseness. DEFINITION 3.1. An orthogonal, positive, norm one sequence {an} in A is truly diffuse if, for every increasing sequence {nk} of positive integers, the sequence {ck} is diffuse, where ck = Y^^f~ a3.
REMARK. Using the notation of the proof of Proposition 3.14 of [3] , if r¿¿ is the projection along &¿, then the dictionary ordering of {r%3} produces a diffuse sequence which is not truly diffuse. It does have a truly diffuse subsequence. We omit the (nontrivial) proof. Since / is an ideal in B, it follows from the uniqueness of extensions of states from hereditary C*-subalgebras [9, 3.1.6] that g2 \ b is a multiple of a pure state. In particular, g2 \ b is atomic. Now g\s = ffi |s+ff2|s since p is in the commutant of B. Thus we need only show that gi\B is atomic. However, ||gi|| = gi(p), so gi = pc/ip. If gi|B = pihf + p2h2 for p\,P2 > 0, pi + p2 -HffiH, and hf,h2 in S(B), then hf(p) = h2(p) = 1. Since pB = pAp and phfp = hf and ph2p = h2, we see that hf and h2 have unique state extensions to A (which must be equal since gi is a multiple of a pure state), hence hf = h2, so <7i|b is a multiple of a pure state, hence atomic. Thus g\ß is atomic. Now we continue the series of preliminary results leading up to our characterization of separable, perfect C*-algebras as exactly those which are semiscattered (see [3, Theorem 3.9] ). Since the type I case was handled in [3, Theorem 3.9], we can assume that A is not type I. We can then use [9, 6.7.3 ] to (essentially) reduce the problem to the Fermion algebra.
We recall some simple facts about the Fermion algebra and fix some notation. More details can be found e.g. in [9, 6.4] . For each n in N let {e¿™ : 1 < i, j < 2} be a complete set of matrix units for the 2x2 matrix algebra M2. Thus each element a(") in the nth copy of M2 is spanned by {e\j : 1 < i,j < 2}, and elements of the form (S>m=i o(m) span the algebra M2 ® M2 ® ■ • • <8> M2 = M2n. The Fermion algebra (or CAR algebra) M^ is the completion of the inductive limit lim M2", and is generated (as a Banach space) by elements of the form ®^=1 a^m\ where a(m) e \j2î ancj a(m) _ j except for finitely many m. We shall now find some special states of M^, and, despite our convention, we shall use Greek letters to name them. PROOF. Set
and note that {qn } is a sequence of mutually orthogonal projections. If x -(3> a^, where as™' = 1 for m > n, then
Since M2n (regarded as a subalgebra of Moo) is spanned linearly by elements of the form x, the lemma follows. PROOF. It suffices to find a sequence {rn} of selfadjoint elements in Moo such that the formula (*) holds for every x in M2n. Such a sequence will necessarily consist of projections because 1 G M2". Consider the canonical decomposition it follows immediately that rnxrn -r(x)rn. As elements of the form x span M2n linearly, the lemma follows. REMARK 3.6. It is also possible to give a matricial description of the r"'s as follows. Identify M22n with the 22" by 22n complex matrices and the subalgebra M2n as the block diagonal matrices of the form X = X Ku ' ' ' \u X, 2n times where x is a 2n by 2n complex matrix. In these terms to prove the lemma, it suffices to find a norm one column vector r¡ such that (xr?,n) = tr(x) for x in M2n. (Here tr denotes the normalized trace on M22r>.) For then we may take rn to be the rank one projection onto the span of n.
Let {Vi }i<i,j<2n denote the standard orthonormal basis of column vectors ordered so that for x = x © • • • © x in M2» we have (xvkj\v¡j)) = (¡¿ví1\v¡1)) = (xvk1\v¡1)) for 1 < j, k,l < 2n and (xr¡kj), n\m)) = 0 if j ¿ m. With
we have for x in M2» ¿=i ¿=1
= ^E^V¡J)MJ))=tr(x).
i, 3 = l Note that from this point of view it is clear that r" is minimal in M22". For a faithful state g on a C*-algebra A it is not possible to find an excising sequence {xn} for g consisting of mutually orthogonal elements. Just observe that for fixed n liminf ||xnxm|| = liminf ||xm(x2 -g(xn) + g(x2))xm||1/2 = g(x2)1/2.
Applied to the sequence (rn) in Lemma 3.5 this implies that, although ||rnrm|| -» 0 as n,m -> 00, there is no e > 0 for which we can find a sequence {xn} in Moo consisting of mutually orthogonal positive elements with ||xn|| > £ such that xn < r" + e" and e" -> 0.
Another intriguing question for the sequence {rn} is whether it is summable (strongly in the enveloping von Neumann algebra). We have some evidence that this may be the case, but we have not even been able to decide whether any subsequence of {rn} is summable.
There is a factor state <p of Moo of type Hqo, a dense sequence {afc}, and a sequence {pn} of mutually orthogonal projections in Moo such that Pn(ak -<P(ak))pn = 0, pmakpn = 0, and pnakpm = 0 whenever 1 < fc < n and m> n. In particular, {pn} excises <p.
PROOF. On the C*-algebra Moo®Moo, which is isomorphic to Moo, we consider the product state <p -ip ® t, with ip and r as in where Rf and R^ denote the injective factor of type IIi and IIqo, respectively (see [14, p. 226 
]).
With {qn} and {rn} as in Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 we see that pn = qn® fn gives a sequence of mutually orthogonal projections such that Pn(x -<P(x))Pn = 0, PnxPm = 0, and pmXpn = 0 whenever x G M2n ® M2n and m > n. Evidently we can find a dense sequence {ak} such that an G M2n ® M2n for every n, and the proof is complete. LEMMA 3.8. Let A be a separable C*-algebra admitting a surjective morphism it: A -+ Moo-There is then a factor state <p of A of type IIqo, a dense sequence {bn}, and a sequence {xn} of mutually orthogonal elements in A+ of norm one, such that ||x"(6fc -<P(bk))xn\\ < 2-", ||xm6fcxri|| < 2~m, and ||xn6fcXm|| < 2"m whenever 1 < fc < n and m> n.
PROOF. Take <j> as in Lemma 3.7 and compose it with 7r to obtain a factor state of A of type IIqo (again called cp). Choose elements {ck} in A such that 7r(cfc) = ak and choose a dense sequence {d3} in ker7r. Then the double sequence {ck + d3} is dense in A, and can be arranged in a sequence {6fc} such that fc > / for every fc, when a; = 7r(6fc). It follows from Lemma 3.7 that Pn(f(6fc) -(p(bk))Pn = 0, pm7r(6fc)pn = 0, and p"7r(6fc)pm = 0 for 1 < fc < n and m > n.
By Proposition 2.11 we can find a sequence {yn} of mutually orthogonal elements in A+ of norm one, such that ir(yn) = pn for every n. With the aid of a quasicentral approximate unit {u\} for the kernel of 7r (cf. [9, 3.13.14]), we shall define the desired elements xn inductively to be of the form yn (1 -ux)yn (the A depending on n). Suppose this has been done for all j < n. Then by [9, 1.5.4] A A For A sufficiently "large" we can therefore define xn = yn (1 ~ ux)yn satisfying the inequalities ||x"(6fc -<£(&fc))xn|| < 2_n, ||xj6fcxn|| < 2~n, and ||x"6fcXj|| < 2~n for 1 < fc < n and for 1 < fc < j < n. Continue by induction to construct the sequence {xn}. HMï/fc -<t>(Vk))bn\\ < 2'n, \\bnykbm\\ < 2~m, and ||6myfc6n|| < 2~m, where 1 < fc < n and m> n.
Suppose that {6n} is not truly diffuse for A. Then by Proposition 2.13 there exist gk -> g in P(A), e > 0, and integers {nk} (increasing) such that if ck = Y^j^nk bj, then gk(ck) > £ for all fc. By Lemma 3.3, g\s is atomic, so by Theorem 2.4(1) and (4), {cfc} is not a diffuse sequence in B. However, we shall show that it is diffuse for B, thus giving a contradiction, by showing that {ck} excises <p (a diffuse state since it is a Iloo-factor state) and applying Proposition 2.14. Since {yk} is dense in B, it clearly suffices to fix j and show limfc ||cfc(t/j -<p(yj))ck\\ =0. If fc is chosen so that nfc > j, then by the triangle inequality PROOF. By Remark 2.2 we need only find an orthogonal, positive norm one sequence {an} in A which is truly diffuse for A and it will be truly diffuse for A as well. By Theorem 3.9 there is a positive, orthogonal, norm one sequence {6"} which is truly diffuse in A. If / is the unique pure state of A with f\¿ = 0, then / is multiplicative on A, so by orthogonality, f(bj) ^ 0 for at most one value of j.
Discard that bj and renumber as {an}. Since f(an) -0, an G A and {an} is truly diffuse for A, hence for A. THEOREM 3.11. For a separable C*-algebra A, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) A is perfect.
(2) A has only trivial diffuse sequences.
(3) A is semiscattered, i.e. P(A)~ C Qat(A).
PROOF. The equivalence of (1) and (3) will follow from [3, Theorem 3.9] and Corollary 3.10 as soon as we show that whenever A has a positive, norm one, orthogonal, truly diffuse sequence {6n}, then Ac ^ zA. As noted in [3, Remark following 2.5], we can assume 1 G A. Let 6 = J2n°=ibn in A**. We claim that zb G Ac. Since A is separable, it suffices to take f3 -> / in P(A), e > 0, and choose n0 such that f(Y^=n bn) < e/3-By Proposition 3.2 choose ni > no such that j > ni implies fj(J2^=n 6") < e/3. If we choose n2 > ni such that for j > n2, l(/n -f)(2~27=i~ bi)\ < e/3, then by the triangle inequality for j > n2, !(/,•-/)(*)!< /m-i V t=i fi Y * + / 5> diffuse state. Since (3) is false (and 1 G A) there is a nonatomic state g in P(A)~. Thus g = go + ffi, where go is diffuse and nonzero and r/i is atomic. Since go < g, go is in the weak*-closed face of Q(A) generated by g in the sense of [13, Lemma 1], and hence ||ffo||_19o G P(A).
COROLLARY 3.12. Every separable, nontype I C*-algebra A contains a maximal abelian subalgebra B that does not have the extension property relative to A (see [5] )-PROOF. Let {6n} be an orthogonal, positive, norm one, diffuse sequence in A and let B be any maximal abelian C*-subalgebra containing {6n}. Take /" in P(B) with fn(bn) = 1 and assume that fnk -> / in P(B). If B had the extension property relative to A, there would be {{/«},/} in P(A) with fn\B = /", }\b = f, and fnk -► /• This contradicts the fact that {6n} is diffuse. COROLLARY 3.13. If A is separable and not perfect, then Ac is not separable.
PROOF. Let {6n} be an orthogonal, positive, norm one, truly diffuse sequence for A. The argument in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3.11 shows that for any sequence {<5n}, where 6n = 0 or 1 for each n, Yln°=i &nbn is in Ac. Since two different sequences {6n} and {6n} produce elements X^^°=i ^n6n and J2n°=i °~nbn which are distance 2 apart, Ac is not separable. 
